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Imagination runs wild in this Caldecott Honor-winning tale featuring Dr. Seuss's inimitable voice and

hysterical illustrations. The first Seuss title to feature full-color art on every other page, this

adventurous picture book tells of Marco-who first imagined an extraordinary parade in And to Think

That I Saw It on Mulberry Street-as he daydreams of all the possibilities that await him while he

fishes in McElligot's Pool. Optimistic and exciting, this tale is the perfect bait, and readers young and

old will be hooked on this fish-tastic favorite.
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McElligot's Pool is a Seuss classic from the distant era before even The Cat In The Hat. It's a single

poetic variation on the theme of adult skepticism that's no match for childhood faith and

daydreaming. A small boy is fishing in the tiny, unpromising McElligot's Pool, a puddle that (as a

passing farmer informs our diminutive hero) is nothing but a hole where people dispose of their junk.

But the boy is all optimism: what if the pool is deeper than anyone thinks? What if it connects to an

underground stream that flows under the town to the sea? Might not all sorts of fish then swim up

the stream and be caught here? "I might catch an eel... (Well, I might. It depends.) A long twisting

eel with a lot of strange bends. And, oddly enough, with a head at both ends!" The moral of the story



is straightforward: "If I wait long enough, if I'm patient and cool,/ Who knows what I'll catch in

McElligot's pool?" (Ages 4 to 8) --Richard Farr

"Rare and wonderful imaginings are told in the author-artist's inimitable rhyme and are shown in

hilariously funny pictures."--Booklist.

My mother really likes the big orange book of beginner books. You also have a blue, purple and a

green book of beginners. We think these books should be numbered so people can know which

book should be read first. We believe that the orange should be read 1st. Not the blue book. But my

mother really likes these books. She get really excited when she reads. She can't believe she can

read english.

Dr. Seuss never ceases to please the reader, especially at any age. Though it may have been

unfortunate that I had not encountered the complete bibliography of all of Seuss's works, but now

have the opportunity to delve back and explore the exciting and humor of his literature with greater

insight and enjoyment. Oh, the Thinks You Can Think! possesses those traits throughout the book

and more.With most Seuss books, it is best to read each and every one aloud in order to

experience the wide-eyed and unpredictable characteristics of Seuss's stories or simple narratives

that any reader will be able to grasp. In addition to the impeccable prose of rhythm and rhyme, the

illustrations and the unique images that each page contain may appear far-fetched and something

from another world that only Seuss could create. But for Seuss readers and aficionados, indeed, it is

a Seussical world where the creatures and oddities exist of Guffs, snuvs, Bloogs, and the Vipper of

Vip as well as a pool of purple elephants.But upon completing Oh, the Thinks You Can Think! The

fun and excitement has just begun. Or follow the words of Seuss, "And you don't have to stop. You

can think about SCHLOPP. Schlopp. Schlopp. Beautiful schlopp. Beautiful schlopp with a cherry on

top."

I got this for my little ones because I hadn't seen it in the stores before with all the standard Dr.

Suess classics. After having had it for years my kids still ask me to read this to them on a regular

basis. It's not very long and it's not one of those books you cringe at reading over and over to your

child. I would recommend it to any Dr. Suess fans out there.

I have always enjoyed this book and found the colorful illustrations and fun names were perfect for



little ones. The board book is a nice size for smaller hands but note that it is missing a few pages

that are included in the hardcover version.

Cute Dr Seuss story. Kid's and I both love it. So who cares (if you read others reviews) if a few

pages are black and white. It was published during a time when $$ were tight. Not like now when

everyone's spoiled, use credit cards, and then renig on the deal. This is a gem.

I think that the whole set of Beginner Books is wonderful. There is the green book, purple, blue, red.

I am very fond of all of them and they give a variety of stories to enjoy. When I read my kids books,

it is nice to keep the same book out for a few nights of reading. When they are older, I can use this

to teach them to read without having to resort to something boring like the Dick and Jane books. I

plan on collecting them all in the end.

My toddler saw this book in the Dr.'s office and she loved it. I actually went on  while in the waiting

room and ordered it. She still goes for it a couple times a week.

Great book! Loved the price drop! got it for only $4! unlike other stores where it goes for $10! This is

one of my personal fav. dr. seuss books :)
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